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INVISIBLE NETWORK DEVICES

The use of transparent network devices that have no
logical footprint, provides cyber-criminals with a constant
foothold in enterprise networks for stealing and
manipulating sensitive information

BACKGROUND
A Tier 1 bank audit revealed some irregularities, and it became evident that an external
party had continuous access to the internal and secured parts of the network.
The first step of the investigation was based on a thorough and rigorous scanning of
the computing assets of the bank, such as the servers, the desktop workstations and
management’s laptops for malware with remote access capabilities.
As this phase revealed no findings, the second step focused on deep monitoring of the
ingoing and outgoing communications from the network, hoping it will provide a clue.
Finding no evidence for the full remote access, the team was clueless and approached
the Cybersecurity Investigations Practice of a leading global consulting firm for help.
Working together, the teams discovered that an authentic Laptop of the bank was
entirely cloned, and was connecting to the network infrastructure via an out-of-band
channel in parallel to the existing and legitimate Laptop.
It was then clear why none of the existing security and monitoring tools could not
detect this, as the network access profile and envelope, as well as the certificate were
authentic and valid.
The attackers were using a “ghost” malicious device that was acting in the shadow of
the legitimate one.
Knowing which valid device was the shadow hiding the criminal activities, the
investigating team was able to find an unrecognized and small hardware device that
was installed in one of the distribution cabinets and was providing the remote access
capabilities while the existing and many security measures were left entirely blind.
No one from the IT and Network Teams knew what this device was, what it was doing,
who brought it in and when.
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ATTACK STUDY
Incident
Flow

The attackers were using a legitimate off-the-shelf network router
sold by a third party. Among its other modes of operation, the
device supports a virtual cable mode, in which it is possible to pair
two devices and then install each one of them at a different location
and use them as if they are interconnected using a standard passive
LAN cable.
The two devices are able to reroute and tunnel the communication
via a simple switchboard application, and then intercept the traffic,
easily inject data packets and streams back into the network, or
conduct more complex MiTM attacks.
When operating in this virtual cable mode, the attack setup becomes
invisible to all Intrusion Detection (IDS), Network Access Controller
(NAC), and Network Monitoring tools – mainly due to the fact that
the devices do not have any logical entity or footprint such as an IP
or even MAC address.
The entire manipulation is conducted only on the Physical Layer
(Layer 1) and the Data-Link Layer (Layer 2) so all higher-level
communications are considered to be authentic and safe.
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ATTACK STUDY
Attack Tools
That Were
Involved

In this specific incident, the attackers have used the PocketPort2
mobile router from Proxicast.
The device pair were configured to
run in virtual cable mode, and to use
a private switchboard server in order
that there will not be any traces to the
location and origin of the attackers.
We have also been able to detect and
mitigate similar types of attacks that
were conducted using different tools
that were acting in a similar manner.
Examples of such devices are mAP lite and AR150 – both purchased
as legal and legitimate products from reputable vendors.

In practice, and hardware platform with an operating system and set
of drivers that support promiscuous mode and the ability to directly
transmit data packets (raw sockets) can be adapted to act as an
invisible/rouge device.
Local storage or an out-of-band communication channel, preferably
wireless, can be used for leaking the stolen sensitive information
without being detected and visible to existing network security tools
such as an IDS or a NAC.
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MITIGATION
The Sepio
Solution

The Sepio System's security suite was selected as the detection tool
for manipulated hardware devices operating in the physical layer
after a successful Proof-of-Concept phase. During the trial, various
types of rogue network elements were added into the network by the
IR team, and were successfully detected and located.
The Sepio software system is the only available solution in the
market that has physical layer detection capabilities. Using physical
layer detection technology, it is possible to identify not only the
above device types, but all kinds of network-invisible attack tools.

Sepio Prime communicates with the switching infrastructure and
gathers real time device information that is used to detect knownbad fingerprints and spot anomalies between the logical footprint of
network devices and their physical fingerprint.
The Solution is not baseline dependent, so it is able to spot and
locate network implants that were deployed in the network prior to
the installation.
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Deployment
and
Architecture

The Sepio Security Suite can be deployed 100% on-premises without
any external components, or over a public or private cloud
infrastructure.
For this specific installation, a hybrid on-premises and cloud
deployment was chosen, bringing together the best of both worlds.
The Docker container based SepioPrime is granted read-only access
to the existing network switches using the SSH CLI interface.
Sepio Prime also uses Telnet for communicating with several older
switches that do not support SSH.
The AAA interface (Radius and TACACS+) is used for managing the
CLI and PRIV access to the switches, and the northbound interface
reports to the to the bank’s SIEM and SOC systems whenever a
rogue device is detected, identified, and located in the network.
Syslog and SNMP traps are used for logging of status and detection
events, and are later analyzed using Splunk.
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Sepio Cloud
Optional Cloud Based
Analysis and Threat Engine

Office
Equipment
Computing
& Servers

* Optional

Sepio Prime
On-premise or Cloud
Centralized Management

About
Sepio Systems

Network
Infrastrucutre

Sepio is the leader in the Rogue Device Mitigation (RDM) market,
and disrupting the cyber-security industry by uncovering hidden
hardware attacks.
Sepio Prime provides security teams with full visibility into their
hardware assets and their behavior in real time. A comprehensive
policy enforcement module allows administrators to easily define
granular device usage rules and continuously monitor and protect
their infrastructure.
Leveraging a combination of physical fingerprinting technology
together with device behavior analytics, Sepio’s software-only
solution offers instant detection and response to any threat or breach
attempt that coming from a manipulated or infected element.
For more information visit https://sepio.systems
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